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NOTE FROM THE 
IB PRINCIPAL

Thank you for making a big decision to
become a member of the student
leadership team at Genesis Global School.
This will provide you the opportunity to
gain more independence in both your
social and academic life. By assuming
responsibility, you have already
demonstrated a willingness to help others,
and participating in student leadership will
allow you to hone your leadership abilities,
to learn how to manage teams,
communicate effectively, and make
decisions that benefit your peers by
organizing and leading events and
initiatives. 

Serving as a student leader will allow you to
have a positive impact on the school
community. As student leaders you can
advocate for changes that you believe will
enhance everyone's school experience,
such as organizing events, improving
facilities, or promoting student well-being. 

Personal development and growth can be a
highly rewarding experience that will help
you grow and develop in a variety of ways.
It will assist you in developing confidence,
interpersonal skills, and a sense of civic
responsibility. Working on your self-
confidence means making the most of the
trust given to you. When you are able to
make others feel that, they too, can take on
any challenge, then you are on the right
track. 

Show humility as it goes hand in hand
with self-confidence. The last thing you
should do is brag about the position you
are in. You’re not elected to simply tell
people what to do.

Resilience is a highly admirable trait to
have as a leader. You must learn to take
on tasks better and separate your
emotions from the job you were given.

Develop your communication skills. Be
versatile in dealing with all kinds of
people. Learn to be more objective and
open-minded. Value the opinion of
others but learn to sift through what
counts and what doesn’t. Listen better
instead of talking over others.

I look forward to working with you as we
all grow together. 

Dr Tassos Anastasiades 
IB Principal



NOTE FROM THE 
CBSE PRINCIPAL

Year 2023 brought certain changes in
leadership positions with an aim to create an
inclusive and empowering environment that
opens more opportunities for the students to
develop their skills and contribute to the
betterment of their school community.

Coming out of limited traditional positions,
diversed roles now open will make students
explore their potential to be a leader in their
own unique way. Whether it is through
organizing events in various domains,
initiating service projects, or being a voice for
their peers, the freedom to explore their
passions and take action on issues that
matter to them will make them problem
solvers.

Rather than being hierarchical, the scope of
collaboration and team work will enable
them to pool their skills and knowledge to
achieve common goals. By fostering a sense
of unity and collective ownership, student
leaders can inspire others to get involved and
create a positive change.
Hoping that students leadership role will also
take the responsibilities of mentorship and
guidance that includes grooming and
supporting the younger students who are
interested in taking on leadership roles. This
mentorship should focus on developing
leadership skills, providing opportunities for
growth, and nurturing confidence in their
abilities.

With a belief that student leadership will
extend beyond the boundaries of the
school community where students to be
engaged with local organizations and
community initiatives, they can develop a
sense of civic responsibility and become
active contributors to society. This
broader perspective can help students
develop a strong sense of empathy and
social awareness, empowering them to
address important societal issues.

With all my best wishes to the New student
council and leadership team let the focus
be inclusive, empowering, and fostering a
sense of collaboration, mentorship, and
community engagement.

I'm sure with such vision we can create a
new generation of leaders who are
compassionate, driven, and capable of
creating a better future for all.

Ms. Madhur Gupta
CBSE Principal 



SENIOR STUDENT
LEADERSHIP TEAM

JAAHNVI CHANDRA

GGS PRESIDENT - DP 2

PRATYAKSH SINGH

GGS PRESIDENT - DP 2 

As the president of the newly appointed
Leadership Team, I'm thrilled to lead our

collective efforts toward triumph. I aim to use
our diverse expertise to foster open

communication and collaboration. This year
holds a special place in my heart as it marks

my final chapter in a remarkable 14-year
journey within these walls. I wish to use my

experience to leave a long-term indelible
impact on this school. I will be working
tirelessly to enhance the school spirit,

promote inclusivity, and leave a legacy
behind. Let’s make this year our best year yet

by embracing both enjoyment and the
formation of an inspiring future. 

It is with immense honour and excitement
that I take on the position of President of our

vibrant school. This is a journey that holds
boundless potential; a journey to foster a

community for every student to flourish. From
discussions and projects to numerous

meetings and dedicated work, I aim to make
this year a memorable one. I personally hope

to become a more approachable figure in
school to help bring your visions to life. No

doubt this year will be a rocky one, but I am to
inspire, and will do my best to make my late

nights worth your while. 

Cheers to the year ahead! 



STUDENT COUNCIL
IB

RISHIT SINGH

HEAD BOY - DP 2 

NISHTHA RAJAN

HEAD GIRL - DP 2 

ANANYA KAUSHIK
SECRETARY

DP 2

NAVYA MAKOL
TREASURER

DP 2

We are beyond thrilled to have been elected as the Student Council of Genesis Global
School for the year 2023-24. We are honoured to have been given this opportunity to

work with you all. Our goal is to ensure that everyone feels heard, valued, and important.
This way, we can grasp the true essence of team work and make this year the most

memorable of all. We aim to encourage, set examples, and inspire everyone to pursue
their passion and strive for excellence in their fields of interest. We are excited to work

closely with everyone and provide opportunities for growth and development. The
objective is to facilitate an environment where everyone can have fun, create lasting
memories, reach their full potential, and make enduring friendships by working as a

team.



STUDENT COUNCIL
CBSE

RIVAAN RASTOGI 

HEAD BOY - 12 

ADWITA MALIK 

HEAD GIRL - 12 

LEONORA OINAM
SECRETARY

12

OMANSH AGARWAL
TREASURER

11

We, the Student Council Heads believe that it is vital for us to coordinate with each
other and bring out the very best in each student by ensuring that they have adequate

access to opportunities and that their voices are heard.

We wish to head a leadership team that listens, mentors and reforms itself as required,
with every new challenge we face together. We are more than thrilled to work as a team

and make sure that every intra school as well inter school event proves to be a great
success, thus also inspiring our juniors to lead a great council next year.



MODEL UNITED NATIONS

KHUSHI PARGAIEN
JUNIOR SECTION LEAD (IB)

- MYP 4 

MAANYA SINGHAL 

CBSE HEAD - 11

YASH NATH
IB HEAD - DP 1 

CHAITANYA AWASTHI

CBSE HEAD - 12 

SHAURYA AGGARWAL

IB HEAD - DP 2

We firmly believe that Model United Nations (MUN) holds significant importance in
our lives. It operates as a lively platform for developing skills like efficient

communication, skilled negotiation, and analytical thinking. These abilities extend
beyond the boundaries of MUN, functioning as versatile tools applicable across

different contexts

Our goal involves guiding our school community through this enriching journey.
We aspire to nurture intercultural awareness, enhance research and problem-
solving skills, and ultimately introduce a sense of leadership that fosters self-

confidence and capability.



VISUAL ARTS

YASHIKA GARG

IB HEAD - DP 2

AANYA JAISWAL

CBSE HEAD - 11

RAGINI NEGI

IB HEAD - DP 1 

ZAINAB ALEEM

CBSE HEAD - 10

SAIM AZIZ KAMAL
CURATION HEAD

(IB) - DP 2 

RAADHIKAA GIDWANI 
ART DIRECTOR AND EDITORIAL

(IB) - MYP 5 

NEEV WADHWA
FASHION LEAD

(IB) - DP 2 

ANSHIKA PALIWAL
EVENTS LEAD
(IB) - MYP 5 

With our team of specialized artists, the visual arts team is looking forward towards
fostering creativity and collaboration within our school community by discovering and
including more talented artists across all grades. We want to provide students with a
platform by forming GGS Art committee that will allow students to initiate creative
projects such as art fundraisers and orchestrating a school-wide mural that unites

students in a shared creative endeavor. 

Moreover, we want to create a unique and artistic culture in our school that allows
students to express themselves through engaging exhibitions and establishing
mentorship programs among the students to increase interaction and create a

platform for personalized guidance. 

We want to make this community of artists as inclusive and friendly as possible
allowing all students to unlock their inner artists to explore and showcase their

individuality. 



PERFORMING ARTS

ANGELINA PHILIP 

IB HEAD - MYP 5 

ANWITA KUMAR

CBSE HEAD - 11

SWARNIMA SINGH

IB HEAD - DP 1 

GARIMA SAHNI

CBSE HEAD - 11

SARAANSH JAIN 
MUSIC LEAD

(IB) - DP 1 

AYANNA WALIA
MUSIC LEAD

(IB) - DP 1 

SOUMYA BHANGAR
PROPS AND SET LEAD

(IB) - MYP 5 

AKSHEETI CHETIA
COSTUME AND WADROBE

(IB) - MYP 5 

EVA CHANDRA
STAGE MANAGER

(IB) - MYP 1 

ZAARA SOFI
STAGE MANAGER

(IB) - DP 1 

DIVRAAJ CHAADHOKE
CREATIVE DIRECTOR

(IB) - MYP 5 

NYASA SINGH
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

(IB) - MYP 5 

Keeping school vision and mission in mind the major goals we would like to implement
as a committee are-:

1) To make a GGS Arts Student Committee which could be in-charge of leading and
organising all performing arts events taking place in school under the guidance of

respected teachers. These students would also act as a prepared team who would be
able to attend inter school competitions at a short notice of time, whether that be in

the domain of music, dance, or drama.

2) To organise small one day events in school which do not clash with school
academics and could act as a fun way to get students' minds off the

academic/environmental stress while also earning them certificates and achievements
for their portfolios in the future.



SPORTS CAPTAINS

RITHWIK AGGARWAL
DEPUTY SPORTS CAPTAIN

(IB) - DP 1 

NAMISH SWARNKAR
DEPUTY SPORTS CAPTAIN

(IB) - DP 2 

VANSH GUPTA
DEPUTY SPORTS CAPTAIN

(IB) - DP 2 

MANNAT DHILLON

SPORTS CAPTAIN - DP 1

ARYAN KHETAN

SPORTS CAPTAIN - DP 2 

LAKSHYA BHAMBRI

SPORTS CAPTAIN - 11

As your newly appointed sports captains, We are committed to driving change,
fostering equality and providing equal opportunities so hidden and extraordinary

talents shine. We will organise regular practice sessions and competitions, which will
enhance skill development. Together, we'll empower every athlete to excel, fostering

teamwork and resilience. Let's unite, unleash our potential, and build a legacy of
strength, camaraderie, and achievement. Let's break barriers and elevate the standard

of sports.

SUBHAAN ANSARI

SPORTS CAPTAIN - 12



HOUSE CAPTAINS

AAKARSHANN CHAUDHARY

VALOUR HOUSE CAPTAIN - DP 2

VRINDA BICHORYA
VALOUR HOUSE CAPTAIN - 12 

AARNAV PAUL
VALOUR HOUSE CAPTAIN - MYP 5 

KASHVI TANWAR
VALOUR HOUSE CAPTAIN - 11

ANGEL YUNAS
FAITH HOUSE CAPTAIN - DP 2

ADITYA YADAV
FAITH HOUSE CAPTAIN - 12

NOYON DATTA BANIK
FAITH HOUSE CAPTAIN - MYP 5 

LALRAMMUANPUIA
FAITH HOUSE CAPTAIN - 12

VALOUR

FAITH

As Faith House Captains, we aim to enhance communication within the house through
teamwork. Participating in inter-house events and competitions, and providing

everyone with an opportunity to represent the house will create an inclusive
environment in which each member can thrive academically and in their

extracurriculars. 

As the appointed House Captain, we exemplify leadership by fostering unity,
motivation, and sportsmanship within our house. With a commitment to excellence,

we organise and guide fellow students to achieve collective goals, creating an inclusive
and spirited house community.



HOUSE CAPTAINS

PEACE

JUSTICE

VANSHIKA CHANDRA
PEACE HOUSE CAPTAIN - DP 1 

SUHAVNI DUDEJA
PEACE HOUSE CAPTAIN - 12

RAYAAN SINGH
PEACE HOUSE CAPTAIN - DP 2 

DAKSH JAIN
PEACE HOUSE CAPTAIN - 11

DITI JAIN
JUSTICE HOUSE CAPTAIN - DP 2

VARNIKA JAIN
JUSTICE HOUSE CAPTAIN - 12

AHAAN GUPTA
JUSTICE HOUSE CAPTAIN - MYP 5 

MANSHER VIRK
JUSTICE HOUSE CAPTAIN - 12

We don’t lack talent in our house but we definitely do lack participation. As the newly
appointed house captains, our goals are to predominantly foster a strong sense of unity

and camaraderie among house members and kindle participation by giving ample
opportunities to each students to thrive and make this house proud.

As House Captains, we want our house to be a great and welcoming community this
year. Through a diverse range of activities, including Inter-House Sports Competitions

for physical prowess, Debates and Public Speaking for intellectual growth, and Cultural
Showcases for artistic expression, we aim to foster holistic development. 



ROUND SQUARE 

MAHIRR SIKKA

IB HEAD - DP 1 

ARYAN PUJARI

CBSE HEAD - 11
MISHTY AGARWAL

IB HEAD - DP 2 

VRINDESH SHARMA

CBSE HEAD - 11

Our school's Round Square plan is to foster holistic development through six IDEALS:
Internationalism, Democracy, Environmental Stewardship, Adventure, Leadership, and

service. For the first time in a long time, Genesis will host global Round Squares to
advance intercultural understanding, encourage student participation in decision-

making, launch eco-aware projects, provide outdoor adventures for personal growth,
foster leadership development through projects, and engage in significant community

service. This all-encompassing strategy supports Round Square's core values by
cultivating responsible global citizens who welcome challenges, exhibit empathy, and
make valuable contributions to society. Our school wants to provide pupils with a well-

rounded education that equips them to be more open-minded through these
initiatives.

AADHYA JINDAL
COMMUNICATION HEAD

(IB) - DP 1 

SAHHEB BUDHIRAJA
MEMBER

(IB) - DP 1 

JANISHA BINDAL
MEMBER

(IB) - DP 1 

AADHYAA WADHWA
MEMBER

(IB) - MYP 4 



INTERNATIONAL AWARD FOR
YOUNG PEOPLE 

AADYA BAJAJ
COLLABORATION LEAD

(IB) - MYP 5 

KRISHA JAIN

IB HEAD - DP 1 

CHAINTANYA GOYAL

CBSE HEAD - 11

VIVAAN MATHUR

IB HEAD - MYP 4 

ALBERT OINAM

CBSE HEAD - 11

The International Award for Young People has had a positive impact on the lives of
countless young individuals by providing them with opportunities to challenge

themselves, develop valuable skills, and contribute to their communities.

As per what we’ve noticed, our school can improve collaboration and team work.
Teamwork fosters connections and relationships between individuals. These

relationships can lead to friendships, professional networking, and the building of a
strong community.



MEDIA AND EDITORIAL

PARTH JOSHI 

CBSE HEAD - 11

MADHAVI DUDANI

IB HEAD - DP 1 

SHIVANSH SINGHAL

CBSE HEAD - 11

TIMONNE CHOUDHURY

IB HEAD - DP 2

Our team oversees publishing magazines, newsletters, and social media content similar
to what you are currently reading. We have a variety of aspirations that we are

collectively pursuing. Our primary goal is to document all the events hosted by our
school comprehensively.

Additionally, we plan to establish a student-led social media account to keep the
student body informed about upcoming school events. Concurrently, we intend to
create dedicated social media pages for our school's magazines. As an extra special

touch, we are reviving "Genesians" and "Trumpet," which will appeal to senior students
anticipating a nostalgic journey back to their memories from the past.

NAISHA KAPOOR
ART CONTENT HEAD 

(IB) - MYP 5 

SIDDHANT SHRIVASTAVA
SENIOR EDITOR

(IB) - DP 2 

ANANTYA ANAND
HEAD OF SOCIALS

(IB) - MYP 4 

EKAMVEER SINGH
PHOTOGRAPHY LEAD

(IB) - DP 1 

TAKSHH DUA
JUNIOR SECTION LEAD

(IB) - MYP 5 

NIRVAAN MALHOTRA
SCHOOL NEWS AND

JOURNALISM (IB) - MYP 4 



ENTREPRENEURSHIP

 At the heart of the Entrepreneurship Committee lies a bold vision that drives our every
effort – a vision of a world where entrepreneurship is not just a business endeavor, but
as a positive growth of individuals. We see a future where creativity knows no bounds,
where diverse voices converge to create groundbreaking solutions, and where every

aspiring entrepreneur is equipped with the tools they need to succeed.

We assure you that being the leaders of the entrepreneurship committee, we promise
to take up each individual business ideas and help them excel in it. 

We, as a community strong in believe in rightful quote said by - Robert Kiyosaki-:
"The rich don't work for money; they make money work for them".

PRIYANSHU KUMAR

IB HEAD - DP 2

ARNAV GROVER

CBSE HEAD - 12

AMBER KALRA

IB HEAD - DP 1 

MAHIR MITTAL

CBSE HEAD - 12

AAHNA BAHL
FINANCE HEAD

(IB) - DP 1 

ABHIGYAN GUPTA
JUNIOR SECTION LEAD

(IB) - DP 2 

MYIESHA ATHAR
BUSINESS COMPETITION

(IB) - MYP 5 

UDHAV SINGHAL

IB HEAD - DP 2



STEAM EDUCATION 

SHAURYA NAGAR

IB HEAD - MYP 5 

SHAINA TRIKHA

CBSE HEAD - 11

Our committee’s overarching goal is to increase the student body's interest in STEAM
and all its various fields.It is our duty to convey to the students that STEAM is an integral

part of school life. We strive to do this by introducing students to opportunities to be
involved in the various STEAM fields through participation in both inter school and
intra school competitions and activities. Reminding the students through the field
about the various parts of a well rounded education that equips them to excel in

STEAM or any other field.

JIVAL PAL

IB HEAD - DP 2 

SAMANYU SETH

CBSE HEAD - 12

KUSHAGRA JAIN
ENGINEERING AND SOFTWARE

(IB) - DP 1 

AYAAN SRIVASTAVA
OLYMPIADS AND COMPETITIONS

(IB) - MYP 5 

VANI SETHI
COMMUNICATIONS LEAD

(IB) - DP 2 



DEBATE AND PUBLIC SPEAKING

SAMARTH SAXENA

IB HEAD - DP 2 

OLIVIA TITO

IB HEAD - DP 1 

SURYAANSH GUPTA
JUNIOR SECTION LEAD

(IB) - MYP 4 

AARUSH ARORA 
SENIOR SECTION LEAD

(IB) - DP 1 

Public Speaking and Debating are two of the most valuable skills required for the
student life. As the Debate and Public Speaking committee, it is our duty to empower
the student body across grades and across curriculums to learn the skills of practical

communication and express their ideas easily. This committee would aim at
encouraging participation of students in inter-class debates that are aligned with their

academic coursework and allow students maximum exposure by hosting and
participating in inter-school debates. The committee would also take a look at

conducting training sessions for students of each grade on Public Speaking skills. The
Debate and Public Speaking committee also looks forward to collaborate with other

committee heads like MUN and Performing Arts to host MUN/Debate training sessions
and nukkad natak projects.

ADITI GHOSH

CBSE HEAD - 11

MEGHNA MITTAL

CBSE HEAD - 11



POSITIVE HEALTH & WELLBEING

REHNEE KAUR GROVER

IB HEAD - DP 2

AARUSH DHAR

IB HEAD - MYP 5 

Our goal is to create a holistic environment in which everyone flourishes physically,
psychologically, and emotionally. Physical health, mental and emotional well-being,

diversity, holistic education, community involvement, staff support, sustainability, and
student empowerment will be prioritised. We also aim to instil the necessary

components to lead a healthy lifestyle, both as a part of the academic journey and
beyond; the physical activity needed to maintain fitness, the mental resilience to face

and overcome the stresses of the day, along with the self-esteem and confidence
required for social interactions. These elements together can help bring a sense of

contentment, promote personal expression and allow us to reach our true potential. 
“All for one and one for all!”

NUPUR SHARMA

CBSE HEAD - 12

VEDIKA VERMA

CBSE HEAD - 11

HRIDYAANSH JAIN
MENTAL HEALTH LEAD

(IB) - DP 2 

RANVIR BHASIN
SPORTS EVENTS LEAD

(IB) - MYP 5 

SAHEJDEEP SINGH
CDH LEAD
 (IB) - DP 1 

MANJARI SHUKLA
PR AND SOCIALS LEAD

(IB) - MYP 5 



LEARNING COUNCIL

As the learning committee, our primary goal is to introduce hands-on and unique
learning experiences for students and teachers. We aim to achieve this by holding

workshops for teachers to give them an idea of classroom dynamics. We also aim to
introduce gamified activities in the PYP classes to educate children on concepts like
financial stability, decision-making, etc. Additionally, we aim to broaden the scope of

learning outside the classroom, through field trips, guest lecturers, assemblies,
exchange programs, debates, etc. while also bridging the gap between students,

teachers, juniors and seniors. Lastly, yet most importantly, we aim to make learning fun,
immersive and enjoyable for all students.

YASHAWINI SINGH

IB HEAD - DP 1 

ZIA KRISHAN

CBSE HEAD - 12

SAMEER GUPTA

IB HEAD - DP 1 

KRISHNA SINGH

CBSE HEAD - 11

ANSHIKA JAIN
COMMUNICATIONS LEAD

(IB) - MYP 5 

SOUMIL DWIVEDI
RESIDENTIAL HEAD

(IB) - MYP 5 



OUTREACH TEAM

AARAV GUPTA

EVENTS AND PLANNING-DP1 

VEDANTE SURI
COMMUNITY OUTREACH - DP 1

ARNAV GOEL

PR - DP 2

As the Community Outreach head, I plan on
searching for and executing educational tours for
my peers in order to aid them with CAS as well as
their general learning. I aim to ignite a sense of
wonder in the students, helping them reach their
goals as well as create new ones and reach above
and beyond what theyre capable of. I want to create
opportunities for students that allow them to grow
academically and socially all while having fun.

Drawing upon my extensive 13-year journey within
our school, my role as the Leader Events and
Planning Manager is poised to shape the upcoming
months with a series of captivating events, from
orchestrating a heartwarming Christmas event that
spreads joy throughout our halls, to meticulously
planning a grand Winter Ball that captures the
essence of the season, and honoring our dedicated
educators on Teacher's Day. Anticipation also builds
for our Annual Day celebrations, where we'll
spotlight the diverse talents of our student body.
With each occasion, my aim is to not only create
memorable moments but to foster a sense of unity
and pride within our school community.

AADI BASAK

PR - MYP 5

As the lead for public relations, our goal is to act as
a medium of communication between the teacher
and the student body. This would include
collaborating internally with all the departments
across the school when it comes to handling events
and the performance of different occasions


